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Abstract

This paper reports problems associated to the use of the Point-Centred Quarter Method (PCQM), as well as their possible solutions. Problematic

settings in the application of the PCQM are amongst others due to the presence of multiple-stemmed trees (MST), to ambiguous settings for

measuring the sampling point to nearest tree distance or the tree diameter, both of which may result in erroneous estimation of silvimetric variables

and parameters. The analysis is based on a database of effective individual tree records including distances, diameters, and heights measured in the

field in a Sri Lankan mangrove forest between 1997 and 2002, and randomly compiles a series of records that were used as PCQM sampling points.

Various structural forest parameters were calculated, with particular emphasis on density and basal area.

After proving that multiple- and single-stemmed trees have different silvimetric characteristics, we adopted an empirical approach to

demonstrate the classical PCQM protocol applied to MST generates significantly different densities (overestimation) and basal areas (under-

estimation) depending on which stems are considered for measurement, and we suggest an adapted PCQM+ protocol (measurement of central stem

instead of nearest stem). We test both protocols in two mangrove assemblages (one composed of Excoecaria agallocha only, and an Excoecaria

agallocha/Rhizophora apiculata mixed forest) with MST proportions varying between 0% and 100%, at 5% intervals.

The results indicated that the classical PCQM protocol generates density and basal area results that are strongly correlated with the MST

proportion in the assemblage ( p < 0.001), whereas the PCQM+ protocol shows a robustness with no such correlations for density. For basal area

the results of the PCQM+ protocol showed a weak correlation with the MST proportion, and regression-ANCOVA results indicated that they were

significantly different from those of the highly sensitive PCQM protocol ( p < 0.001).

Finally, we conclude by writing out the entire PCQM+ protocol, elaborating on the solutions to other common problems related to ambiguous

settings for the consideration of stems or the measurement of their diameter (aerial roots, split trunks, dwarf growth, horizontally developing stems,

boundary of an individual in MST, selectively cut trees or tree parts, very sparse assemblages, use of PCQM for remote sensing ground-truth), and

by nevertheless highlighting the potential of the PCQM/PCQM+ approach. Although we used a mangrove forest data set, the PCQ-Method and our

suggestions are widely applicable to other forest types. In addition, this paper is accompanied by the first interface that automatically processes

standard PCQM-related data (regardless of forest type) to generate common silvimetric or forestry parameters elaborated in this paper, and it is

freely available in Appendix C and from http://www.vub.ac.be/APNA/staff/FDG/pub/pub.html.
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1. Introduction

The study of forest structure or the management of a forest

for silvicultural purposes requires that structural parameters
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such as density, basal area and biomass are estimated. Although

a number of studies report about the possibility to remotely

sense such factors using aerial or landscape photographs (e.g.,

Brandtberg and Walter, 1998; Montès et al., 2000), or by using

satellite imagery at finer scales (Holmgren et al., 1997;

Holmgren and Thuresson, 1998), most studies involve the

measurement of vegetation characteristics in the field for an

assemblage or at the individual tree level. In order to do so a

number of plot-based and plot-less phytosociological and
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Please note the correction of an error in formula (6).  This error was absent in the P-DATA-PRO interface.
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vegetational relevé methods exist (cf. Kent and Coker, 1992;

Elzinga et al., 2001). Plot-based methods start from a plot with

a known surface in which vegetation is characterised, whereas

plot-less methods measure distances, and are based on a

random distribution of trees. The Point-Centred Quarter

Method (PCQM) of Cottam and Curtis (1956) is one of the

plot-less methods that has been considered very efficient in

characterizing vegetation, while minimizing damage to the

forest understorey (Cunningham, 2001). It yields quantitative

data by studying trees nearest to sampling points as an

estimate of numbers and distribution (a more specific

methodological protocol is given in the methodology section).

Based on the measurement of different variables in each

quadrant (quarter) of each sampling point, various forest

structure parameters can be calculated. The PCQM is a

method suggested to be appropriate for the investigation of

forest structure in mangroves (Cintrón and Schaeffer Novelli,

1984), the forest ecosystem from which we used a data set in

the present paper. It must however be highlighted that the

method, our improvements to the method suggested in this

paper, or the first application that we provide for data

processing, are not dependent on forest type and can be widely

applied beyond mangrove forests. Motivation to use of the

PCQM rather than other plot-less methods or rather than plot-

based relevé methods not only includes the statistically sound

quantitative basis, but also logistic factors such as ease and

speed with which the fieldwork can be executed in the tide-
Fig. 1. (A) Scenery of an Excoecaria agallocha dominated mangrove forest in G

Thalassina anomala. (B) Close-up of a typical multiple-stemmed E. agallocha indivi

mangrove saplings (around a thicker tree), entangled by the root complex. (Photo
subjected mangrove ecosystems. Although tree aggregation,

as well as size-concentric tree organisation, a very frequent

phenomenon in mangroves, has been recognised as a possible

problem to the PCQ-Method (Cottam and Curtis, 1956;

Cintrón and Schaeffer Novelli, 1984), the method has been

widely applied. Until present no effort was attempted to our

knowledge to evaluate this or other PCQM-associated

limitations in any forest type.

As a result of mangrove fieldwork experience on basis of the

PCQ-Method amongst others, we have realised that the use of

the PCQ-Method is shrouded in more problems than

commonly, if at all, highlighted. Dense root systems entangle

propagules (Fig. 1), which may establish and create a situation

in which the closest stem to a reference point is very often a

younger and thinner tree or a secondary stem of a tree, and not

the main stem of the individual or of the specimen at that

location. Multiple-stemmed tree species such as Excoecaria

agallocha L. give rise to similar field situations, as it comprises

a number of thick central stems surrounded by many thinner

stems (Fig. 1). The same may occur in multiple-stemmed

Avicennia or Rhizophora species (Clough et al., 1997; Imbert

and Ménard, 1997). Repeated consideration of the closer

thinner stems only, may give rise to erroneous forest structure

data, which is certainly undesirable in silvicultural practices –

although knowledge of the entire community is required,

silviculturists are interested in thick or regular exploitable

stems for economic purposes (e.g., Kairo, 2001). In addition,
alle. The complex of islets and pools is the result of burrowing activities by

dual with thicker central stems surrounded by thinner stems. (C) Development of

graphs by Farid Dahdouh-Guebas and Griet Neukermans).
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Fig. 2. (A–C) Three examples of Rhizophora trees drawn by hand in the mangrove to highlight the architectural complexity of this genus (up to which place should

the sampling point to nearest tree distance be measured? Where exactly should the stem diameter be measured?). (D) Schematic of a Rhizophora mangrove (side view

at the top and aerial view of root extent and stem position below) showing an unequivocal situation for measuring the tree diameter at 130 cm above the floor D130

(t = 0), and a further evolution scenario to highlight the complexity and ambiguities in the use of the Point Centred Quarter Method: a standardisation of +30 cm along

the stem for the measurement of the D130 (t = 1–4), measurement of the diameter with respect to cut stems (t = 2–4) and with respect to developing roots (t = 2), and

the measurement of the distance d from the (flagged) sampling point (t = 4). The figure also shows that in a future moment in time, the closest tree to a sampling point

will not be one of the central Rhizophora stems, but one of the entangled propagules that are developing into young trees (possibly belonging to another genus). Black

lines in bold indicate the theoretical possibilities of diameter measurement; ‘t = 0’ represents a certain moment in time and ‘t > 0’ for later moments in time.
multiple stems, cut stems or peculiar root and stem settings,

may lead to ambiguities for actual measurement of represen-

tative diameters (Fig. 2). The latter is very frequent in

Rhizophora species, which are species with a complex

architecture naturally, but which accommodate selective

cutting resulting in altered individual appearance as well as

vegetation assemblage stand structure (Kovacs, 1999; Dah-

douh-Guebas et al., 2000a,b; Kairo et al., 2002b; Dahdouh-

Guebas et al., 2004a,b). The common existence of unusual
individual trees or tree clusters necessitates that a number of

questions be answered:
– W
hich stem is representative in a multi-stemmed tree?
– H
ow can relevé methods based on nearest individual (or

nearest neighbour) distances account for artefacts caused by

complex root systems?
– C
onsidering that the PCQM requires recognition of

individuals, what is the boundary between one individual
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and another in multiple-stemmed trees? If this is ambiguous,

is recognition of individuals essential?
– H
ow must individuals and stems that are interconnected over

a large root complex be approached?
– D
oes the approach change if such root connections break and

individual stems continue to grow separately?
– W
here should the stem diameter be measured with respect to

prop roots? (Fig. 2A).

Simple measurement according to the classical PCQM

protocol in any of the above situations may lead to an over-

estimation of tree density and an underestimation of the basal

area calculated on basis of the tree diameter. In addition, it may

also lead to an erroneous species importance value, since adult

trees with entangled roots and developing propagules that have

been trapped by the root complex are not necessarily of the

same species. This situation occurs for example in Rhizophora

species, with younger individuals of the same or other species

surrounding large Rhizophora trees (Kairo, 2001; Kairo et al.,

2002b). The entanglement of propagules is also corroborated

by the changing species composition over time in monospecific

Rhizophora plantations (Bosire et al., 2003). Finally, consider-

ing that allometric relationships for estimating mangrove

biomass are often based on the measurement of tree diameter

(Suzuki and Tagawa, 1983; Woodroffe, 1985; Putz and Chan,

1986; Amarasinghe and Balasubramaniam, 1992a,b; Gong and

Ong, 1995; Fromard et al., 1998; Saenger, 2002), it is obvious

that there is also the risk of generating erroneous biomass

results (cf. Brokaw and Thompson, 2000).

In this paper, first we prove that multiple- and single-

stemmed trees have different forest characteristics. Second, we

show that applying the Point-Centred Quarter Method to

multiple-stemmed trees generates significantly different den-

sities (potential over-estimation) and basal areas (potential

under-estimation) depending on which stems are considered for

measurement, and we suggest an adapted PCQM+ protocol

(measurement of central stem instead of closest stem). Then we

test the method by comparing the results of the classical PCQM

protocol with that of the PCQM+ protocol in two forests (one

composed of E. agallocha only, and an Excoecaria agallocha/

Rhizophora apiculata mixed forest) in which the proportions of

multiple-stemmed trees vary between 0% and 100%. Third, we

conclude by writing out the entire PCQM+ protocol,

elaborating the solutions to other common problems (aerial

roots, split trunks, dwarf growth, horizontally developing

stems, boundary of an individual in MST, selectively cut trees

or tree parts, very sparse assemblages, use of PCQM for remote

sensing ground-truth), and by nevertheless highlighting the

potential of using the PCQM method.

Our objective is not to solve each of the questions addressed

earlier in Section 1 by way of an empirical approach, but rather to

report and help to solve the main problems associated to the use of

the PCQM, the reliability of which is otherwise taken for granted.

Our paper does, however, use an empirical approach for the two

core silvimetric attributes only (density and basal area), and

intends to help dealing coherently with other reported problems,

which are not investigated but usually solved ad hoc by surveyors.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Description of the study site

The methodology used in this paper is applicable to any

forest type, but during our research we applied it to a mangrove

forest. Located between Galle and Unawatuna (068010N–

808140E) along the south-western side of the island of Sri Lanka

in the wet climate zone (Mueller-Dombois, 1968), this basin

and riverine mangrove forest type (sensu Lugo and Snedaker,

1974) covers an area of 1.5 km2 and is located at about 600 m

from the Indian Ocean shore. Two rivers run through the

mangrove forest, namely the Thalpe Ela, discharging into the

ocean, and the Galu Ganga, a tributary of the former. The

species complex of the mangrove in Galle comprises Bruguiera

gymnorrhiza (L.) Lam., B. sexangula (Lour.) Poir., E.

agallocha, Heritiera littoralis Dryand. and R. apiculata Bl.

(all mangrove nomenclature according to Tomlinson, 1986). A

few occurrences of Lumnitzera racemosa Willd., Bruguiera

cylindrica (L.) Bl. and Ceriops tagal (Perr.) C.B. Robinson

within the forest, and the presence of Sonneratia caseolaris (L.)

Engler at the forest margins have been reported as well

(Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2000b; Jayatissa et al., 2002). The

mangrove forest in Galle has been subjected to anthropogenic

influence over the last 50 years and displays what has been

labelled as a ‘moving-mosaic’ vegetation dynamic (Dahdouh-

Guebas et al., 2000b; Dahdouh-Guebas and Koedam, 2002). In

the mangrove forest of Galle there is no slope with upper or

lower intertidal areas, but rather a mixture of islets and pools

(Fig. 1), created by the mangrove mud lobster Thalassina

anomala Herbst.

2.2. Methodology

2.2.1. Influence of root complex on propagule entangling

In order to check for the influence of the root system on the

spatial distribution of young trees (entangling of propagules as

highlighted in Section 1), the number of young stems standing

amongst Rhizophora roots and those standing away from these

roots were counted in a 1,000 m2 sampling area dominated by

E. agallocha and R. apiculata, with occasional occurrences of

B. gymnorrhiza (L.) Lam. To identify a ‘young tree’, the

median diameter (5.09 cm) of all trees in the study site was

rounded to the nearest 0.5 cm (in this case 5.0 cm), and this

number was taken to be the maximum diameter for a ‘young

tree’. Young trees therefore measured between 2.5 cm

(the minimum diameter recorded in the database) and

5.0 cm. We also used this value because in the field trees

were always measured to the nearest 0.5 cm. This differentia-

tion between young and adult trees also corresponds to common

silvicultural interests and regulations in mangroves (e.g., Kairo

et al., 2002a), and to our best professional judgement. However,

we do highlight that different study aims may result in other

definitions of adult, young or juvenile mangrove plants. For

instance, Dahdouh-Guebas and Koedam (2002) defined these

classes as stages in survival from impacts such as predation or

physiological stress, with juvenile trees (= propagules with
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maximum three leaf pairs) being prone to propagule predation,

young developing trees (= trees smaller than 130 cm or with a

tree diameter at 130 cm above the soil smaller than 2.5 cm)

being prone to environmental stress, and adult trees being well

established.

2.2.2. Differences between single- and multiple-stemmed

E. agallocha trees

E. agallocha is without any doubt the mangrove species that

is most often found as multiple-stemmed trees (far more often

than for instance the well known Rhizophora species), and it is

also the dominant species in our study site. From our database

of vegetation and silvimetric variables and parameters from 5

fieldwork expeditions to Galle between 1997 and 2002 (>1000

entries), we extracted the records of 860 different E. agallocha

trees, with a majority of them listing measurements of sampling

point to nearest individual distance (d), stem girth at 130 cm

above the floor (G130) and height (h). With ‘above the floor’ we

also intend ‘along the stem’ (because not all stems are standing

upright), but this will not be repeated throughout the text. The

basal area (Ba) for a certain individual j was calculated from the

stem diameter D130 (term according to Brokaw and Thompson

(2000), but formerly referred to as DBH, the diameter at breast

height) as follows (assuming that stems have circular cross-

sections):

D130 j ðin cmÞ ¼ G130

p
; ðtree diameterÞ (1)

and,

Ba j ðin m2Þ ¼ p� ðD130 j=2Þ2

10000
; ðbasal areaÞ (2)

In the field, these data were originally collected along nine

transects by sampling at 10 m intervals with the Point Centred

Quarter Method. Each sampling point was divided into four

quadrants (or quarters) as the PCQM prescribes. The orienta-

tion of the quadrants was at right angles of the transect

direction. For each of the quadrants the nearest tree higher

than 1.3 m and with a G130 larger than 8.0 cm (and thus a D130

larger than 2.5 cm), was identified with the rule of thumb that

no tree was considered more than once. The distance of the

sampling point to the centre of the tree was measured using a

tape measure (5 mm accuracy) or a hand-held laser dist-

ometer (Disto Lite 4, Leica Geosystems AG, 5 mm accuracy),

taking into consideration two important points. First, when

using a laser distometer the laser dot is pointed to the outer
Table 1

Coefficients of determination, t-test statistics and regression equations for the rel

Bruguiera gymnorrhiza, Excoecaria agallocha and Rhizophora apiculata

Species r2 n t

B. gymnorrhiza 0.45 24 4

E. agallocha 0.45 272 14

R. apiculata 0.40 79 7
bark of the tree and is not measuring to the centre of the tree

stem. Therefore, the distance d is computed by adding the

radius of the tree to the distance read from the laser dist-

ometer. Second, for multiple stemmed trees we measured

distance d with respect to the centre of the formation (i.e. to

the visually estimated point of gravity of the multiple stems)

and not to the nearest stem. Likewise, the diameter G130 was

measured for the one or more central thicker stems of the

formation, and their values were averaged during later para-

meter calculations. The consideration of the central stems,

roughly located 0.5 m to 1 m farther than the marginal stems

in E. agallocha, and between 1 m and 3 m farther in Rhizo-

phora species, is new, and does not follow earlier descriptions

by Cottam and Curtis (1956) or Cintrón and Schaeffer Novelli

(1984). We will refer to the original description as the ‘PCQM

protocol’ and to this new one as the ‘PCQM+ protocol’.

Where it was not possible to measure the D130 for R.

apiculata individuals (commonly because of the species’ root

formation at 130 cm above the floor), the diameter was

standard-wise measured 30 cm above the upper prop root

originating from the central stem.

For all species present within the sampling area, between 24

and 272 trees per species were selected in the forest and for

each tree the G130 and the height (using a Suunto hypsometer)

was recorded in order to check whether a relationship between

these two variables exists. The coefficient of determination (r2)

was tested (t-test) and was found to be highly significant

( p < 0.001) for all the species (B. gymnorrhiza, E. agallocha

and R. apiculata) and a regression was done to generate an

equation for each species (Table 1). These equations were then

used to extrapolate a height for each tree in the sampling area

based on its D130.

In the records extracted from our database, we separated the

single stemmed trees (n = 674), hereafter referred to as ‘SST’,

from the multiple-stemmed trees (n = 186), hereafter referred

to as ‘MST’, and compared the means for each of the above

factors by way of a t-test (two-sampling assuming unequal

variances).

2.2.3. Dependence of silvimetric parameter calculations on

stem position within multiple-stemmed trees

In this part of the study we start by considering two

mangrove forest assemblages, one assemblage purely consist-

ing of E. agallocha, and an E. agallocha-R. apiculata mixed

assemblage with 3:1 proportions for the two species,

respectively. The proportions of the mixed assemblage are

actually as observed for the majority of the areas within the

forest of Galle (Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2000b). We used the
ationships between height h and tree diameter D130 in the mangrove species

p Regression equation

.24 <0.001 h = 0.3195 (D130) + 2.6314

.94 <0.001 h = 1.9455 ln (D130) + 1.0843

.18 <0.001 h = 1.7504 ln (D130) + 2.7038
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same database as described above to extract all data on E.

agallocha and on R. apiculata. Based on these real data, we

then extracted 80 different records, which would correspond to

a PCQM method with 20 sampling points (with each containing

4 quadrants with tree data). Then the following parameters were

calculated: the stem density (De) and basal area (Ba) for each

species and for the entire mangrove stand, the mean stand

height ðhÞ, the complexity index (C.I.) of Holdridge et al.

(1971), the relative density (Der), the relative dominance (Dor),

the relative frequency (F r), and the importance value (I.V.) of

Curtis (1959) for each species. Apart from the calculation of

mean stand height, which is straightforward, the formulas for

the above parameters are given below (we refer to Cintrón and

Schaeffer Novelli, 1984 who exemplify the calculation of these

parameters):

De ¼
Xm

i¼1

1

ð
Pni

j¼1ðdi j=niÞÞ2
; ðdensityÞ (3)

Ba ¼
Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

Bai j

ni
; ðbasal areaÞ (4)

C:I: ¼ m� Ba� h� De

1000
; after Holdridge et al: ð1971Þ

ðcomplexity indexÞ (5)

Der ¼
100niPm

i¼1 ni
; ðrelative densityÞ (6)

Dori ¼
100 Bai

Ba
; ðrelative dominanceÞ (7)

Fri ¼
100FiPm

i¼1 Fi
; ðrelative frequencyÞ (8)

I:V: ¼ Deri þ Dori þ Fri; after Curtis ð1959Þ
ðimportance valueÞ (9)

where dij is the sampling point to nearest tree distance for tree j

of species i; ni, number of trees sampled for species i; m,

number of species; Baij, basal area of tree j of species i (see also

Eq. (2)); Bai, basal area of all trees of species i (see also Eq. (4));

h, mean stand height; Fi, number of sampling points in which

species i is represented times 100.

During our fieldwork expeditions we always measured the

central stems of MST. In a first calculation representing the

PCQM+ protocol, we selected records from adult trees only

(D130 > median D130 in entire database). In a second

calculation representing the classical PCQM protocol, we

substituted the d and the D130 for each record (sampled using

the PCQM+ protocol) in such a way that it represents a tree

standing closer and being thinner (just like an MST in a real

situation, see Fig. 1). This substitution was done according to a

number of sound rules. For the replacement of the D130 by that
of thinner trees we used the median of the D130 frequency

distribution for all the representatives in our database (per

species) to identify the limit between a thick and a thin stem

(see also Section 2.2.1 and Fig. 3). For the replacement of d we

subtracted a realistic distance between 0.5 m and 1 m for E.

agallocha trees and between 1 m and 3 m for R. apiculata trees

from the distance given in the selected record (see also Section

2.2.2 and Fig. 3).

In this calculation we thus confronted a PCQM simulation

(or rather ‘compilation’) that always considers a closer thinner

stem of an MST, with a PCQM+ protocol that always considers

the central thicker stem of the MST. We compared the results

between the PCQM and the PCQM+ protocol for a series of

assemblage types in which the MST proportion varied between

0% and 100%, at 5% intervals, and each with 10 replicate

compilations. Although a forest made out of MST only is rare in

nature, the instructive value of this extreme range must be

considered. The above was done for both the E. agallocha

assemblage and the E. agallocha/R. apiculata mixed assem-

blage, amounting to a total of 860 simulations (2

assemblages � 21 MST-proportions � 2 protocols � 10 repli-

cates). We emphasize that the term ‘simulation’ is used to refer

to the random selection of records from the database. The data

in the database were not de novo computer-generated, but are

real field data.

2.2.4. Observations on ambiguous settings for

measurement

During 11 fieldwork expeditions of our team to Kenya, Sri

Lanka and Mauritania (1997–2005) observations on peculiar

and ambiguous tree settings were made in order to synthesize

common problems with the PCQM and suggest solutions.

2.2.5. Statistical analysis

We calculated descriptive statistics for all the structural

forest characteristics. We focused on density and basal area, and

confronted the change in these parameters with the MST

proportion for each of the protocols by calculating correlation

coefficients of determination (r2). Where the difference

between the PCQM and the PCQM+ protocol was not clear,

we performed a linear regression for each of the data sets and

confronted the regression by way of analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA).

3. Results

3.1. Influence of root complex on propagule entangling

The comparison of the spatial distribution of young trees in

presence and in absence of Rhizophora roots clearly confirmed

in practice the theoretical possibility that the root complex of

Rhizophora entangles propagules as suggested in Section 1. In

an area with roots there were 1557.6 young trees per hectare

(this corresponds to 6.42 m2 available surface per tree), which

is significantly larger (by a factor 20) than the 74.5 young trees

per hectare in an area without roots (this corresponds to

134.25 m2 available surface per tree). As shown in Figs. 1 and

Farid DAHDOUH-GUEBAS
Cross-Out
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Fig. 3. Protocol for analysing the dependence of density and basal area calculations on stem position within multiple-stemmed trees of Excoecaria agallocha and

Rhizophora mucronata. The comparison, based on real data, is between closer thinner stems (PCQM) and central thicker stems (PCQM+). Next to the database of

multiple-stemmed trees (MST) also that of single-stemmed trees (SST) was used, because when simply recording the ‘closest’ stem (PCQM) it does not matter

whether the tree was single- or multiple-stemmed. The PCQM+ distance d (between the sampling point and the nearest individual), as measured in the field, was

subtracted by a randomised but realistic species-specific value to simulate a shorter distance (PCQM), and the PCQM+ stem diameter at 130 cm above the floor D130

was replaced by another as shown to simulate the thinner diameter. See text for more details on procedure.
2D this may bias the outcome of the PCQM, since a central,

thick, adult stem of Rhizophora will always end up being

surrounded by thinner young stems that were entangled by the

prop root complex.

3.2. Differences between single- and multiple-stemmed E.

agallocha trees

The confrontation of physiognomic and structural attributes

between single-stemmed and multiple-stemmed trees (Table 2)

indicated that there were no significant differences in the
sampling point to nearest individual distance (t = 0.189;

d.f. = 334; n.s.), but that the differences in D130 (t = �6.237;

d.f. = 343; p < 0.001), basal area (t = �7.329; d.f. = 347;

p < 0.001) and height (t = �8.043; d.f. = 376; p < 0.001) were

highly significant.

3.3. Dependence of silvimetric parameter calculations on

stem position within multiple-stemmed trees

In comparing pair-wise PCQM analysis based on closer

thinner stems and PCQM+ analysis based on central thicker
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Table 2

Descriptive statistics for multiple-stemmed and single-stemmed Excoecaria agallocha trees, measured according to the protocol indicated in the text (see Section

2.2.2)

Multiple-stemmed trees (MST) Single-stemmed trees (SST)

n Mean Median S.D. n Mean Median S.D.

Distance d (m) 186 2.41 2.33 1.28 173 2.43 2.26 1.56

Diameter D130 (cm) 186 6.99** 6.78 2.53 674 5.63** 5.09 3.01

Height h (m) 186 4.73** 4.81 0.74 674 4.2** 4.25 0.97

Basal area Ba (m2/0.1 ha) 186 0.0018** 0.0018 0.0005 674 0.0015** 0.0014 0.0006

Number of stems 186 3.5 3 1.75 674 1 1 0

Significant differences ( p < 0.001) resulting from a t-test are denoted by double asterisks, and statistical details are given in the text.
stems in multiple stemmed trees within the same basic data set,

we found that the PCQM protocol generates density and basal

area data that are highly dependent on the proportion of

multiple-stemmed trees, whereas the PCQM+ protocol displays

more an independency on this MST proportion (Figs. 4 and 5).

In the PCQM protocol, the positive correlation between density

and MST proportion is highly significant for both the pure E.

agallocha (Table 3a; Fig. 4) and the mixed E. agallocha/R.

apiculata mangrove assemblages (Table 3b; Fig. 5). For the

PCQM+ protocol there are no such significant relationships

(Table 3). Basal area on the other hand shows highly significant

and negative correlations with MST proportion in the PCQM

protocol (Table 3; Figs. 4 and 5). The PCQM+ protocol

generates positive ‘basal area/MST’- proportion correlations

that are moderately to highly significant (Table 3). However, the

trend is rather weak compared to those in the PCQM protocol

(Figs. 4 and 5), and regression and ANCOVA analysis shows

that all comparisons are significantly different between the

protocols (Table 4).

In absence of a true correct value as a control, which is only

obtained when taking into account all trees in the forest (and thus

on adopting no approximation by phytosociological methods in

sampling points), Fig. 6 gives an impression of how wrong an

approximation measurements from sampling points may be in

forests that differ in density and/or in proportion of multiple

stemmed trees. Forests consisting of MSTonly, in which the trees

are sparsely spread, will have a majority of sampling points that

will over-estimate the density and underestimate the basal area

(Fig. 6, lower left rectangle). The figure indicates that as density

changes, and as the proportion of multiple-stemmed trees

decreases (and that of single-stemmed trees increases), the

factors by which density and basal area are over- or under-

estimated change as well, and eventually become equal to 1.

3.4. PCQM-related silvimetric parameter computations

One of the end products of this paper is P-DATA PRO, a

Microsoft1 Excel Workbook application with formulae that

automatically calculate all PCQM-related parameters discussed

in this paper (Eq. 1 to 10) when basic data are filled out. It is the

first automated interface that processes PCQM data (regardless

of the forest ecosystem), and it is freely available in Appendix C

to users who may want to apply it or develop it further (see

license agreement). Possible future versions will be posted on
the website of the authors at URL <http://www.vub.ac.be/

APNA/staff/FDG/pub/>. The above web directory contains

two mirror files that have been developed to treat maximum 100

(P-DATA_PRO_100.xls) or maximum 1000 sampling points

(P-DATA_PRO_1000.xls), with a maximum of 30 tree species

for both. The application file’s sharing code for either file is

<pcqmapnavub> and its use assumes that the user has read and

agreed with the License Agreement (see also Appendix A).

User instructions are embedded within the application file.

3.5. Observations on ambiguous settings for measurement

Apart from MST that are likely to generate erroneous forest

densities and basal areas, there were a number of other

ambiguous tree settings or sampling situations. The most

encountered ambiguities were related to:
– th
e specific place of measurement for the D130 within a stem

of prop-rooted mangrove species (Rhizophora in particular);
– th
e forking of trees at 130 cm above the floor, or above or

below this height (cf. dwarf growth);
– th
e trees being selectively cut or dead;
– th
e boundary of a particular individual (particular for MST or

trees with complex root formations);
– th
e absence of trees close to the sampling points in sparse

assemblages;
– th
e consideration of a same tree by two or more sampling

points in sparse assemblages;
– th
e validation of remotely sensed imagery using the PCQM.

The clarification and remediation of the above situations is

given in Section 4.

4. Discussion

4.1. Are there problematic settings for applying the

PCQM?

The problematic settings that were introduced theoretically

at the beginning of this paper indeed exist in practice. The

results of the comparison of the spatial distribution of young

trees with respect to the root complex of Rhizophora species

suggest that the entanglement of propagules by the root

complex of Rhizophora does significantly influence the

http://www.vub.ac.be/APNA/staff/FDG/pub/P-DATA_PRO_1000.xls
http://www.vub.ac.be/APNA/staff/FDG/pub/P-DATA_PRO_1000.xls
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Fig. 5. Box plots showing the total absolute density and basal area of the Excoecaria agallocha/Rhizophora apiculata mixed mangrove assemblage (in 3:1

proportions, respectively) in function of the proportion of multiple-stemmed trees (MST), as compiled by the PCQM protocol and by the PCQM+ protocol. The boxes

represent the data between the 25th and the 75th percentile whereas the lines extend to the minimum and maximum values. The density and the basal area for each of

the two species is not shown graphically as they display the same trends, but their statistics are given in Table 4.

Fig. 4. Box plots showing the total absolute density and basal area of the Excoecaria agallocha mangrove assemblage in function of the proportion of multiple-

stemmed trees (MST), as compiled by the PCQM protocol and by the PCQM+ protocol. The boxes represent the data between the 25th and the 75th percentile whereas

the lines extend to the minimum and maximum values. Statistics for the observed trends are given in Table 4.
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Table 3

Correlation statistics for the relationship between the protocol and the MST

proportion for the pure Excoecaria agallocha (a) and the mixed Excoecaria

agallocha/Rhizophora apiculata mangrove assemblages (b)

PCQM protocol PCQM + protocol

(a) Pure E. agallocha mangrove assemblage

Total density correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 0.96 0.03

t 15.622** 0.115

Total basal area correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 �0.97 0.71

t �17.148** 4.300**

(b) Mixed E. agallocha/R. apiculata mangrove assemblage

Total density correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 0.98 �0.07

t 22.091** �0.320

Total basal area correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 �0.97 0.77

t �16.644** 5.210**

E. agallocha density correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 0.97 �0.27

t 17.465** �1.211

E. agallocha basal area correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 �0.95 0.58

t �14.003** 3.046*

R. apiculata density correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 0.96 0.06

t 15.525** 0.263

R. apiculata basal area correlations with % MST

n 21 21

r2 �0.96 0.89

t �14.458** 8.670**

Graphical representations for total densities and total basal areas are given in

Figs. 4 and 5. The correlation was tested using a t-test and asterisks denote a

significant relationships (*p < 0.01; **p < 0.001). Silvimetric parameters that

displayed significant relationships for both protocols were further analysed

using regression and analysis of covariance (Table 4).
intended at random choice of stems in nearest individual or

nearest neighbour distance methods, such as the Point-Centred

Quarter Method. Since one or few adult trees attract many

young trees – this is a process that may be direct or indirect

through the entanglement of debris first (Stieglitz and Ridd,

2001; Krauss et al., 2005), which is affected by the tidal

amplitude, it is virtually impossible to attribute an equal chance

of being selected to each adult stem, and therefore complete

randomness cannot be reached. As a result the possibility exists

for a closest tree, not only to be younger, but also to be of a

different species than the species with the complex root system.

This is one reason to focus on the thicker central stems of

multiple-stemmed trees.

Our results also indicate that MST and SST have

significantly different physiognomic characteristics, such as
D130, basal area and height, which is another incentive to

differentiate between these individuals in the field. The distance

from an at random sampling point to the nearest stem sensu

stricto is however independent from the tree type, which is also

within the logic of randomness.

The main reason for differentiating between the closer and

central stems of MST is the potential overestimation of density

(because the PCQM systematically considers a stem standing

closer to the sampling point than the central stem), and the

potential underestimation of basal area (because the PCQM

systematically considers a stem being thinner than the central

stem). Dealing with this problem necessitates the adaptation of

the PCQM protocol in favour of a PCQM+ protocol that is not

sensitive to such MST-related problems.

4.2. The PCQM+ protocol

Even though we do not have a basis for comparison to the

true values of density and basal area in our study site, it is rather

worrying that the classical PCQM protocol is significantly

varying with MST proportion for forests with a constant

density. The bottom row of situations in Fig. 6 indeed suggests

that this should not be the case if one consistently considers the

central stem of an MST. In fact, it is exactly this robustness that

our PCQM+ protocol displays, and that has been demonstrated

statistically (Figs. 4 and 5; Tables 2 and 3). Even if there would

be a deviation from true values, this error would be systematic

and constant. Also the constant variation in the results

displayed by the PCQM+ protocol (summarised as boxes in

Figs. 4 and 5), as opposed to the changing variation in the

results displayed by the PCQM protocol, is indicative for its

reliability. The fact that the basal area is less affected by the tree

type (SST or MST) is also reassuring for the establishment of

allometric relationships based on D130 such as biomass

(Baskerville, 1972; Suzuki and Tagawa, 1983; Woodroffe,

1985; Putz and Chan, 1986; Clough and Scott, 1989;

Amarasinghe and Balasubramaniam, 1992a,b; Tam et al.,

1995; Slim et al., 1996; Clough et al., 1997; Fromard et al.,

1998; Komiyama et al., 2000; Ong et al., 2004). The same is

true for the study of density or D130-related processes such as

competition (Nissen and Midmore, 2002), succession (Smith

III, 1992; Lugo, 1997; Duke, 2001), impact assessment (Imbert

et al., 1996, 1998; Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2002), or for

processes that may be reflected by tree density or D130, such as

hydrological changes (Ernst and Brooks, 2003; Dahdouh-

Guebas et al., 2005b).

Ideally, the density and basal area, which were compiled and

calculated from field data that were collected by sampling

points approximating the true values, should be compared with

the true values themselves. However, obtaining the true values

is only possible if all trees in a forest are counted and their D130,

height, and so forth are measured, which is highly time-

consuming and not at all cost-effective. The remaining

challenge for any phytosociological or vegetational survey

method is to compare their approximate results between the

true values of forests with differing compositions, physiog-

nomies or vegetation structures (species-poor versus species-
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Table 4

Regression and analysis of variance (ANCOVA) statistics for the differential correlations for the relationship between basal area and MST proportion in the two

protocols

PCQM protocol PCQM+ protocol

(a) Pure E. agallocha mangrove assemblage

Total basal area

n 21 21

d.f. 19 19

r �0.97 0.74

a 2.152 1.987

b �0.015 0.003

bPCQM vs. bPCQM+ t = 17.154; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

rPCQM vs. rPCQM+ x2 = 17.154; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

ANCOVA Variance between treatments = 0.714

Residual variance = 0.091

F = 62.172; d.f. = 1 & 39; p < 0.001

Confrontation between elevations t = 7.885; d.f. = 39; p < 0.01

(b) Mixed E. agallocha/R. apiculata mangrove assemblage

Total basal area

n 21 21

d.f. 19 19

r �0.97 0.78

a 1.648 1.561

b �0.010 0.003

bPCQM vs. bPCQM+ t = 16.463; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

rPCQM vs. rPCQM+ x2 = 87.405; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

ANCOVA Variance between treatments = 0.562

Residual variance = 0.067

F = 70.318; d.f. = 1 & 39; p < 0.001

Confrontation between elevations t = 8.386; d.f. = 39; p < 0.01

E. agallocha basal area

n 21 21

d.f. 19 19

r �0.95 0.534

a 1.35 1.238

b 0.001 0.002

bPCQM vs. bPCQM+ t = 11.479; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

rPCQM vs. rPCQM+ x2 = 52.505; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

ANCOVA Variance between treatments = 0.414

Residual variance = 0.058

F = 51.218; d.f. = 1 & 39; p < 0.001

Confrontation between elevations t = 7.157; d.f. = 39; p < 0.01

Total basal area

n 21 21

d.f. 19 19

r �0.89 0.832

a 0.334 0.279

b �0.002 0.001

bPCQM vs. bPCQM+ t = 10.816; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

rPCQM vs. rPCQM+ x2 = 62.32; d.f. = 38; p < 0.01

ANCOVA Variance between treatments = 0.124

Residual variance = 0.02

F = 38.316; d.f. = 1 & 39; p < 0.001

Confrontation between elevations t = 6.19; d.f. = 39; p < 0.01

Statistics are given for the pure Excoecaria agallocha (a) and the mixed Excoecaria agallocha/Rhizophora apiculata mangrove assemblages (b). a, intercept; b, slope;

r, correlation.
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Fig. 6. Forests with differing proportions of multiple-stemmed trees (columns) and differing densities (rows). A multiple-stemmed tree (MST) such as Excoecaria

agallocha (Fig. 1), is typically represented by large circles (thicker central stems) surrounded by smaller circles (thinner stems). A single-stemmed tree (SST) is

represented by a small or large circle without surrounding stems. Note from the vegetation structures (and from at random or transect sampling points that are to be

placed amongst the trees) that, if a classical PCQM protocol is adopted (measurement of the closest stem), over-estimation of density and under-estimation of basal

area is most problematic in the lower left situation (sparsely distributed MST only), and decreases with increasing densities and decreasing MST proportions. Note on

the other hand that a PCQM+ protocol (measurement of the central stems) is virtually independent of the density and the proportion of multiple-stemmed trees (see

also Figs. 4 and 5 with their statistics in Tables 2 and 3).
rich, well developed versus dwarf growth, zoned versus patchy,

dense versus sparse, evenly dispersed versus aggregated).

4.3. Other problematic settings for measurement and their

possible solutions

It seems that there is little opportunity to follow a diameter

or distance measurement by the book in the classical PCQM

protocol, but each tree should be approached separately and the

researcher should adopt a ‘best professional consistency’.

However, this is not evident when the results from different

researchers are to be compared, not even when the used entities

are well defined and highly standardized (cf. Brokaw and

Thompson, 2000). In the light of the description of the PCQM+

protocol in this paper, we would like to include a number of

suggestions to streamline diameter measurements and solutions

to ambiguous settings for sampling points or measurements.

4.3.1. Specific place and height for diameter measurement

Next to the problem of the choice between different stems

within an MST, there is also an ambiguity in the exact location

of the measurement of the D130 within a stem, which also

influences the basal area. The variation in basal area or biomass

that can occur for measurements of the tree diameter taken at

different heights along a mangrove stem highlights the need for
the establishment of more transparent procedures in measuring

this diameter, particularly in Rhizophora species. Brokaw and

Thompson (2000) demonstrated on more conventional tree

architectures in temperate forests that diameter measurements

differing 10 cm in a height along stems, generate incomparable

biomass results.

Considering that scientists have referred to the height in

DBH, although well defined and standardised at 130 cm, as any

height between 120 cm and 160 cm above the floor (loc. cit.;

Martin, 2004), Brokaw and Thompson (2000) suggested to do

away with the term DBH in favour of Dx (with ‘x’ denoting the

exact height along the stem for the diameter measurement).

However, in mangrove trees this may not be enough to

unambiguously point out a place to measure the diameter

(Fig. 2).

One of the suggestions that has been made for the

Rhizophora genus, some species of which usually contain

prop roots at 130 cm above the floor, is to measure the diameter

30 cm above the upper root. However, some upper roots are

well established in the mangrove mud, while others have just

started forming (Fig. 2D). In addition, some roots are formed

from within the canopy (Fig. 2A and B). We suggest that only

roots originating from the central stem and touching the

mangrove soil or permanent water body are considered, when

pointing out the ‘upper root’.
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The single stem (at floor height) of some mangrove trees is

splitting at 130 cm above the floor, or has already split into two

or more stems. We follow Cintrón and Schaeffer Novelli (1984)

and suggest that in no case the thicker part near splitting or

branching positions (or rooting positions for that matter) are

considered for measuring the diameter. We also emphasize the

use of common sense to choose one of two options (depending

in part of the objective of the study): measuring the diameter

below the split, or measuring it 30 cm above the split and

averaging two or more stem diameters. We strongly oppose to

measure the diameter at a standard distance below a split

because some mangrove trees typically split very low. This is

the case for large areas of C. tagal (Perr.) C.B. Robinson in

Kenya splitting at <30 cm above the floor, for Avicennia

marina (Forsk.) Vierh. displaying dwarf-growth (Dahdouh-

Guebas et al., 2004a) and branching below a height of 1 m, or

for Avicennia germinans (L.) Stearn on tidal islands at its

biogeographical limit that are growing upward for about 1 m

and then develop horizontally (Dahdouh-Guebas and Koedam,

2001).

We stated in Section 2 that by using the term ‘D130’ we

intend a measurement at 130 cm above the floor and along the

stem, because some trees may be crooked or developing

sideways rather than in height (loc. cit.). The diameter of a tree

with a horizontally protruding stem should thus be measured

130 cm along the stem, even if this is less than 130 cm above

the floor. This is often the case for L. racemosa Willd. or L.

littorea (Jack) Voigt in Sri Lanka, and for the MST of E.

agallocha (Fig. 1A). There are also situations thinkable with

unlevel ground in which the orientation of the stem and the

topography play a role, but the discussion of these is beyond the

scope of this paper, and they have been summarized by

Dallmeier (1992).

4.3.2. Dead or partially cut trees

Mangroves are of subsistence use for local inhabitants,

who have species preferences for certain uses (Bandara-

nayake, 1998; Ewel et al., 1998; Dahdouh-Guebas et al.,

2000a; Walters, 2005). This may result in selective logging of

trees, but also in the selective removal of tree parts. This in

turn may strongly influence the architecture of a tree, the

physiognomy of vegetation assemblages, and the species

composition. B. gymnorrhiza, which has usually a single stem

on the forest floor, is often found partially cut at a particular

height, and as a result displays newly grown stems. Another

example is from Kairo et al. (2002b), who reported the

presence of low quality, crooked, thinner Rhizophora

mucronata Lamk. trunks, as opposed to high quality, straight,

thick, trunks, in a Kenyan site where this species is cut for

house construction. They also reported shifts in species

dominance as a result of the same (loc. cit.). Follows that

selective removal of trees or tree parts influences the tree

nearest to a sampling point, the height of 130 cm above the

floor or along a stem, and the diameter of the stem, and as

elaborated in the following section, the boundaries of an

MST. Another possible consequence of selective removal of

tree parts is that the tree dies. In both cases the trees or the tree
parts should only be considered if the study is interested in the

natural growth and regeneration status of trees (thus

considering the stem diameter where the tree was cut, or

disregarding die-off due to cutting), or if the purpose of the

study is to assess the wood resource exploitable in its dead

form (e.g., subsistence based firewood). However, if the

purpose of the study is to assess the wood resource

exploitable for construction, the tree trivially merits no

further consideration.

4.3.3. Boundary of a single-stemmed or a multiple-

stemmed tree

The suggestion made in the PCQM+ protocol to measure the

central stems of MST, must be assessed case by case using a

‘best professional consistency’ when it comes to Rhizophora

species. The representatives of this genus are typically linked

through complex root systems. In some cases individual trees

(whether or not multiple-stemmed) can be distinguished

clearly. In other cases, however, many stems may seem to

originate from a single root complex covering a surface of

>25 m2. If the PCQ-Method were applied according to the

book (‘PCQM-protocol’), a tree with a root complex on which a

total of 10 stems originate would be considered only once.

However, if the root connections break, as it frequently

happens, there is no more reason to consider it a single tree, and

the stems would be considered as separate trees. Apart from the

fact that it is very tedious to untangle the tree connections, this

would obviously give rise to a distance and a tree diameter that

are not always correct, and, even worse, not always consistent.

We suggest that in such a situation, stems that are not attached

directly to each other within a certain distance limit of 3 m,

should be considered separate individuals, even if they are

clearly connected indirectly through the root complex. The

underlying ecological justification for this is that each of these

stems is connected to enough roots to assure the ability to

further develop if the root connections with other stems are

broken.

4.3.4. Distance limits

It is most advisable to make sure that each quadrant in the

field contains a tree, whatever its distance, instead of adopting a

distance limit, as the latter will need to be corrected in a later

phase (e.g., Verheyden, 1997). The rationale for using a

distance limit is that some may be interested in describing the

local density (near the sampling points on a transect) rather than

the entire density of a forest. Since species richness and area

covered are not related in the PCQM (Cunningham, 2001), and

since the absence of close-by species in an open vegetation

assemblage with very sparsely distributed individuals is only

logic (Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2000b; Verheyden et al., 2002;

Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2004b), a consistent distance limit for

the sampling point to nearest individual distance may be more

appropriate, than the alternative, i.e. the consideration of a same

individual twice. Adopting a distance limit will therefore result

in some quadrants containing no tree. Although in the present

study we did not adopt such a distance limit, nor did we

consider a same individual more than once (see Section 2), we
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do not oppose its use for sparse vegetation in the light of the

above explanation. However, a distance correction factor

should be applied when calculating the density, so that density

is only calculated based on quadrants that did contain a tree. We

suggest adopting the following formula for the calculation of

total assemblage density corrected for empty quadrants (De0)
under the above circumstances:

De0 ðin stems=0:1 haÞ ¼ 1

ð
Pn

j¼1 d j=nÞ2
� qn

qt
;

ðcorrected densityÞ (10)

where dj is the sampling point to nearest tree distance for tree j;

n, number of trees sampled; qn, number of quadrants containing

a tree; qt, total number of quadrants, 4 � number of sampling

points.

We also recommend more research effort in evaluating the

effect of considering an individual more than once in PCQM

calculations. Cottam and Curtis (1956) did not use any

method of mutual exclusion in the location of sampling

points, but Cintrón and Schaeffer Novelli (1984) indicated the

selection of any tree twice as a limitation to the PCQ-Method.

Although in a preliminary analysis Dahdouh-Guebas (2001)

did not find evidence for negative effects from this, at present

there is not enough empirical evidence to determine whether

or not it is significantly affecting the accuracy of density

calculations.

4.3.5. Remote sensing validation through the PCQM

The PCQM can be used as a ground-truth method for remote

sensing studies in combinatory investigations (e.g., when

studying spatio-temporal dynamics and where mapping is

combined with in-depth characterisation of vegetation layers).

The visualisation of vegetation distribution in the field is very

straightforward in geographical information systems (GIS),

and this tool offers unique methodological combinations

(Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2000b, 2004b; Verheyden et al.,

2002). However, there are two important considerations that

must be made when adopting PCQM as a remote sensing

ground-truth method.

The first is that remote sensing provides information about

the canopy of a vegetation, whereas PCQM provides

information about the stems on the floor. A lack of

correspondence between both may lead to the erroneous

interpretation that image classifications are inaccurate. This is

for instance the case where a single large tree consists of

multiple stems on the floor, where a continuous canopy,

however small, may comprise several tree crowns, each with

their own stem, or where overtopping of one tree species by

another occurs. The latter situation is the case in many forest

types world-wide. In seaward mangrove fringes it occurs when

sparse, tall A. marina trees are overtopping dense, slightly

smaller R. mucronata trees (Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2004b).

We suggest that where the PCQM is used as a ground-truth

method, the surveyor indicates in the field whether or not the

sampled trees are canopy representatives. Where this is not the

case, the surveyor should also consider the canopy trees either
quantitatively (by also applying the PCQM to the nearest

canopy individual) or qualitatively (by estimating the

percentage cover for the canopy trees in a quadrat in each of

the PCQM quadrants), the latter of which may be most

practical.

The second consideration is that the PCQM provides a

distance to the nearest tree per quadrant, but within the 0 to 908
quadrant there is no indication as to the direction in which the

tree is located. When confronting the distance with the remotely

sensed image in a forest, it may be impossible to distinguish

between the different crowns that correspond to that distance.

This may be problematic in forests with a heterogeneous

vegetation structure, or when the aim is to pinpoint individuals

on the image (Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2005a). Image

classification may of course help to distinguish between trees

based on spectral characteristics, but may not be able to resolve

all ambiguities (loc. cit.). Therefore we suggest to indicate the

angle with respect to the transect direction for the nearest tree in

each quandrant. Alternatively, approximate angle classes can

be used (e.g., 0–308, 30–608, 60–908) to reduce the number of

possible crowns that correspond to the sampling-point-to-

nearest-individual distance.

Finally, it must be emphasised once more that the above

combinatory approach is useful when combining mapping with

an in-depth study of the vegetation layers, the latter of which is

faster using a PCQM approach. However, it is counter-advised

to use PCQM for pure ground-truthing. Plot-based or visual

observation-based approaches are more advantageous if the

sole aim is to ground-truth the canopy vegetation for air-borne

or space-borne image analysis purposes.

4.4. Advantages and disadvantages of the PCQM

Although it is sometimes stated that the PCQM is a labour-

intensive method (Campbell, 1989), we would like to commend

the fast and easy way in which it can be applied. Compared to

plot-based methods, which are both labour-intensive within a

sampling and within the generation of a statistical relevant

number of samples, the PCQM is proceeding faster from one

sampling point to another. Per sampling point it considers four

different trees, unlike the distance measurements in other plot-

less methods such as the nearest individual method, the nearest

neighbour method, or the random pairs method, which are

limited to one per sampling point (Cottam and Curtis, 1956).

Contrary to the use of plot-based methods, the PCQM does not

cover an exact area each time. The consequence is that species

richness cannot be related to area sampled (Cunningham,

2001). However, the use of many sampling points along line

transects covering the width of the vegetation, which is also

how we suggest applying the PCQM, should remediate this

problem. When choosing a sampling design, one should also

consider the purpose of the study (e.g., is it a descriptive

silvicultural study, or does it aim at linking observed patterns in

vegetation to environmental factors?), the previous information

gathered, and evaluate the best sampling design (random,

systematic, stratified) in the light of the spatial structure

present. The sound assessment of these may greatly enhance the
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reliability of the analysis of ecological field surveys (Legendre

et al., 2002).

In studies combining aerial photography as a remote sensing

method and PCQM as the ground-truth method, quantitative

overlay analysis has shown that the PCQM does provide the

same species data as the imagery (Dahdouh-Guebas et al.,

2000b; Verheyden et al., 2002). This brings us back to the

important advantage of the PCQM as a ground-truth method for

remote sensing (RS) studies in combination with vegetation

analysis, and the possibility of a readily interpretable

visualization in GIS-environment. Apart from this PCQM-

RS&GIS combinatory approach, another unique methodolo-

gical combination is between PCQM and ordination analysis

(Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2002). Retrospective-predictive

studies regarding vegetation structure dynamics carried out

using RS and GIS, can actually be strengthened by field data

about different age classes using the PCQM for sampling

(Dahdouh-Guebas and Koedam, 2002). The PCQM transects

along which adult trees (and canopy trees) have been sampled,

can be used to study understory characteristics (by applying the

PCQM to the young tree vegetation layer), and even the

juvenile vegetation layer (using plot-based propagule counts

around the sampling points were adult and young trees are

measured using the PCQM). Abundances per sampling point

(ranging between 0 and 4 for PCQM sampling points) and per

vegetation layer can then be used as a matrix input for

ordination analysis. Dahdouh-Guebas and Koedam (2002) and

Dahdouh-Guebas et al. (2004b) have reported changes in

mangrove vegetation structure using these two complementary

combinatory approaches in which the PCQM occupies a central

importance. Studying spatio-temporal dynamics in this way

allows for predictions based on vegetation history, with

retrospection based on sequential remote sensing, and

prediction based on vegetation layers of different age.

5. Conclusions

This paper deals with a methodological discussion about the

Point-Centred Quarter Method, used in the domain of structural

studies for forest ecosystems. Although unrelated to forest type,

we applied this method to a mangrove forest data set,

characterised by structural parameters as diameters, heights,
Appendix A. PCQM Data Processing (P-DATA PRO version

P-DATA PRO or Point-Centred Quarter Method Data Process

constitutes an integral part of this paper. P-DATA PRO is the first in

fieldwork using the Point-Centred Quarter Method (PCQM-protocol

points. There is also a mirror version available that can process up to 10

following websites, the action of which assumes agreement with th

Publisher website:

P-DATA PRO 100: Appendix C

P-DATA PRO 1000: Appendix C

Website Vrije Universiteit Brussel:

P-DATA PRO 100: http://www.vub.ac.be/APNA/staff/FDG/pub/P-DATA_PRO_100

P-DATA PRO 1000: http://www.vub.ac.be/APNA/staff/FDG/pub/P-DATA_PRO_10
density, basal area, etc. . . . Single and multiple-stemmed trees

are taken into account.

Our core results indicate that the classical PCQM protocol

generates density and basal area results that are much less

robust than those obtained with the introduced PCQM+

protocol, which does not consider the tree nearest to a

sampling point, but the central stem of aggregating trees. The

paper includes a rigorous description of the improvements to

the method (PCQM+ protocol), and elaborates on the solutions

to other common problems related to ambiguous settings for

the consideration of stems or the measurement of their

diameter. Such ambiguous settings are unrelated to forest type

and may include problematic root systems, split trunks, dwarf

growth architecture, horizontally developing stems, boundary

of an individual in multiple-stemmed trees, selectively cut

trees or tree parts, very sparse assemblages, use of PCQM for

remote sensing ground-truth and for studying understory

characteristics. A comprehensive appendix matches the

specific solutions to specific problems.

Finally, our paper is also accompanied by the first interface

that automatically processes standard PCQM-related data (not

restricted to mangroves) to generate common silvimetric or

forestry parameters elaborated in this paper. This application is

provided in Supplementary Data.
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Appendix B

Table synthesising the problems and our suggestions for solutions in the light of the PCQM+ protocol

Problem Suggestion

Overestimation of density by systematically considering a stem standing

closer than the central stem in forests with multiple-stemmed trees

� Consider the central stem(s) instead of nearest stem

� Always take the distance to the approximate centre of the stem and

not to its bark

Underestimation of basal area by systematically considering a stem being

thinner than the central stem in forests with multiple-stemmed trees

� Consider the central stem(s) instead of nearest stem

There is more than one central stem � Consider the centre of the multiple-stemmed formation for the

distance, and consider the average of all central stems for the D130
a

The root settings, to measure the tree diameter in Rhizophora 30 cm

above the upper root, are ambiguous

� Consider the upper root originating from the central stem

and touching the mangrove soil or permanent water body

The stem is not growing upward and the height at which to measure

the diameter (130 cm above the floor) is therefore ambiguous

� Always measure 130 cm ‘along the stem’ rather than

‘above the floor’

The stem splits and the setting to measure the diameter is therefore ambiguous � Never measure the diameter near the thicker part of a split

� Measure the diameter below the split, or measure it 30 cm above

the split and average the two or more stem diametersa

� In all cases measure the 130 cm ‘along the stem’,

instead of ‘above the floor’

Appendix A (Continued )

http://www.vub.ac.be/APNA/staff/FDG/pub/pub.html
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The tree has been partially cut by people � If the purpose of the study is to investigate natural growth and

regeneration status, then it can still be considered

� If the purpose of the study is to investigate exploitable wood

resource, then it should not be considered

The tree is dead � If there are signs that death was inflicted by man, and the purpose

of the study is to investigate natural growth and regeneration

status, then it can still be considered

� If the purpose of the study is to investigate exploitable

wood and the tree can still serve the purpose (e.g.,

firewood), then it can still be considered

� If there are no signs that death was inflicted by man,

or the purpose of the study is to investigate the wood resource

exploitable for construction (or other applications that require

healthy wood), then it should not be considered

It is not clear which particular stems of a Rhizophora species

is part of the same individual

� Stems that are not attached directly to each other within a

certain distance limit of 3 m, should be considered separate individuals,

even if they are clearly connected indirectly through the root complex

The forest is so sparse that considering a tree in each quadrant often

challenges the rule of thumb that no tree should be selected more than once

� Adopt an appropriate and consistent distance limit and list a

quadrant as ‘empty’ if there is no tree within this limit

� Apply a distance correction as explained in the text when calculating

the density

There is overtopping of one tree by another � If sampled trees are not canopy representatives, consider the canopy

trees either quantitatively (by also applying the PCQM to the nearest

canopy individual) or qualitatively (by estimating the percentage

cover for the canopy trees in a quadrat in each of the PCQM quadrants)

a It is advisable to note down the diameters of all the stems considered in the field, and to perform averaging during the analysis phase.

Appendix C. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found,

in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.foreco.2005.

10.076.
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